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ABSTRACT

of this study rras to determine
student attitudes toward a s lide- tape/ lecture course
offered through the School of Comrunications at
Ithaca College. The study rras conducted over a
three year, five group span with a total population
of n = 738. The population was Eade up of students
enrolLed in the "Theories of Comnunication Media"
course at Ithaca college, a course tairght on a
non-traditional s lide-tape/ lecture format.
The specific areas of questioning were:
L. Do the students like the slide-tape format ?
2. Are the course obJectives cLearly stated?
3. Wtrat would be an adequate means of teaching
this course: the group lecture with slide-tape
The purpose

presentations; the slide-tape presentations
with supplemental meetings with the professor;
or the slide-tape presentations alone?

4. For the "Theories of Conmunication lledia" course,
do the students prefer the slide- tape/ lecture
format?

the students feel motivated by the
s lide-tape/ lecture format ?
6. Do the students feel more motivated by this
format as compared to a traditional lecture

5.

Do

forrnat

?

The survey was adninistered on the

night of

ing the semester. This was
done so as to reach the largest population.
Orce the data rrere collected, all information
was transferred to computer cards for the purpose
of obtaining frequency scores. A sixEh set of data
rras generated at this tiroe, which was a cumulative
figure of the five groups.
As a result of this investigation, the
the last test given

dur

following major recouaendations vere made:
1. The current s lide- taPe/ lecture format is
well received by the students. The course
should continue to be taught on thls format.

ority of students indicated that
they liked the format of the "theories of
Cornmunication Media" course. It is
recormended that other courses of a suitable
subject content be considered for transfer
to this format.
3. It is recourcnded that a similar study be
conducted in one to two years to see if
current data correlates with future findings.
4. Any future study is recoumended to include
the following inforuation: sex; age; class;
major; and approximate grade point average.

2.

The

rnaj
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CTIAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

There have been many studies conducted to

of a given media on a
particular group. Results have ranged frou finding
a particular media more effective than traditional
teaching, to finding no significant difference between
the two formats, all the qTay to finding media to be
less effective than tradiEional teaching for a given
group. Hith all of these studies concerned with
the effectiveness of the media being conducted, some
individuals have lost sight of an imPortant consideration:
Just what do the learners think of this new teaching?
lltrat are their attitudes about the media? Do they feel
moEivated by it? It was with these questions in mind
that this study was undertaken.
This study ls concerned with student attitudes
determine the effectiveness

toward a basic media course offered through the

at Ithaca College. A new
format was instituted for the course "Theories of
Comnrnication Media," formerly "Methods of Educational
Conruunication," in the Fall of 1975. the format
consisted of the students meeting once Per week in
School

of

Corrmr:nication

a large group lecture conducted by the professor,
1

2

well as attending one slide-taPe Prograrn Per lreek,
viewed on a individual basis. The slide-taPe
topics are directly related to the content covered
in the large group lecture.
There are several areas of concern to be dealt
with when determining the student attitudes towards
this particular course. The first area of questioning
covers what the population thinks of the format: Do
they like it? Are the slide presentations adequate ?
Are these presentations too fast, or too slow?
Another area of questioning will be the subject
of convenience. Do the students like the current
format of the large group meetings a.rrd vier ing a
slide-tape Presentation once per week, or do they
like traditional- teaching methods ?
Motivation is a prime factor behind any
student learning. Questions are invo lved here to
determine whether or not the student is
motivated/more motivated by this format, as opposed
to traditional teaching nethods .
as

Importance

of the

Study

of this study covers several
areas. Initially, the study will offer an evaluation
of student attitudes about the course, covering a
three year, five group span. The information
The importance

3

will establish the attitudes concerning the
format of the coursei the attitudes about the. lecture

gaEhered

format alone; the slide-tape alone; the attitudes
toward individual meetings with the professor as

to the large group lectures.
Once this information has been gathered and
analyzed, the results witl offer the Ithaca College
coumunity input towards making decisions about
other courses on camPus. If the students feel that
this is a viable aLternative, and feei- more motivated
by this format., choices can be made concerning other
courses and curriculum. tr'Jith the "Theories of
Cormrunicat ion Media" course fornat as a framework,
other programs can be developed to meet the needs of

compared

the student
Purpose

body.

of the

Study

prinary PurPose of this study is to determine
student attitudes toward the "Theories of Cormunication
Media" course. With this objective in mind, the
following questions will be answered by this study:
1. Do the students like the slide-taPe fornat ?
2. Are the course objectives clearly stated?
The

4

3.

4.

of teaehing
this course: the group lecture with slide-tape
presentations ; the slide-tape presentations
with supplemental meetings with the professor;
or the slide-tape presentations alone?
For the "Theories of Corrmunication Media" course,
do the students prefer the slide-tape/ lecture
fonmt as compared to a traditional lecture

What would be an adequate means

fornat
5.

6.

?

the students feel motivated by the
s lide- tape/ lecture format ?
Do the students feel more motivated by this
fornat as co,urpared to a traditional lecture

Do

fornat

?

Pro cedure s

The following procedures r ere used

this

in

conducting

study:

1. A survey of pertinent literature was
conducted to determine what research had
been done in this area prior to this study.
2. The population was identified. A11 students
enrolled in the "Theories of Coununication
Media" course during the following terms
were

involved: FalI 1975; Spring 1976;

Fa11 1976; Spring 1977; and Spring 1978.

5

3.

The questionnaire was developed.

4.

The questionnaire was administered

to the

test population during Ehe term the resPectlve students took the course.
5.

The data were organized on computer cards

to give information for the five individual
groups as well as a composile data readout.
6. The data were anlayzed.
7. Conclusions qTere drawn.
Definition of

Terms

For the purPose of this study the following
terrns

will be defined:
1, individualized instruction--any media format
of instruction in which the student
participates/interacts by hinself .
2. targe group lecture format--a class meeting
conducted by the professor, with aLl students
enrolled in the course present at one time.
3. med!4--any form of instructional software:
print media; audio; visual; audio-visual .
4. slide-tape--a particular form of software
that comes under the audio-visual category'
It consists of a slide presentation and
accompanying synchronized audio tape.

6

5. traditional class lecture course--a course
which meets on a regular basis

(i.e. three

times per week) on a lecture oriented format.
Limi tat ions

Thls study will be conducted within certain
boundaries. They are:

1, This study is not a definitive one. It
ls an attitudinal study at Ithaca College
administered only to those students enrolled
in the School of Corrmunications course
"Theories of Comutrnication Media," formerly
"Methods of Educational Co'nnunication, "
during the following semesters: Fal1 1975;
Spring 1976; Fall 1976; Spring L977;

arrd

Spring L978.

2. This study does not attempt to answer
questions for all media. Rather, lt
applies to only slide-tape and large group
Lecture format.

3. This study is not an attempt to prove the
sLide-tape lecture fornat more effective
than the traditional lecture format.
4. This study does not attempt to justify the
need for a basic media course on the Ithaca
College campus.

7

Organizat ion

of this study is as follows:
Chapter one deals with the purpose of this study.
Chapter tr o covers the review of pertinent
literature in the field.

The organizaEion

Chapter three reports the design and rnethodology

behind the development of this study.
Chapter four analyzes the data coLlected as

a result of this survey.
Chapter

five correlates the data, and from this

information, conclusions are nade.
Sumnary

Many

studies are available which attemPt to

prove the effectiveness of media instructions.

Few

studies are available which give the student attitudes
torrards the slide- tape / lecture format of the "Theories

of Comunication Media" course at Ithaca College.
The questionnaire wilL cover several'areas for
deterrnining student attitudes: like/dislike of the
slide-tape presentations; clearness of course objectives;
is the course material covered adequately rvith the
slide-tape/lecture format; could it be handled by the
slide-tape format alone, or if used with supplemental
meetings with the professor; are the students motivated

8

by the present strucEure; would a traditional
lecture class be more ootivating?

CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

of using visual materials -- films,
sLides, and pictures -- for instructional purposes is
not new to our technologically based society. In 1919
five national organizations were formed to Promote
visual learning.l whil. four of the five were short
lived, the National Education Association (MA)
still exists. Wlth the interest in visual education
on the rise, the need for money ras evident ' As
early as 1920, the NEA received a $5,000 dollar grant
from the Motion Picture Producers and Distrlbutors of
America (MPPDA).2 At this time, a promise was given
to pledge "the resources of the motion Picture industry
in support of visual instruction' "3 The people of
these early years of media realized the potential value
The idea

of using media as a learning tool .
lPaul Saettler, A History of l4e@uctio4ql
technoLogv,- (New Yoik@,
2ruia.

, p. L26.
3ruia., p. 125.
9

1968)

10

In the years that followed 1920, surveys rrere
initiated to determine the use of media in various
educational settings. Attention was soon given to
visual instruction courses aimed at the teacher.4
Schools such as San Francisco State Teachers College,

University, and the Cleveland School of
Education initiated courses in visual instruction.5
The importance of this innovative method of instruction
was becoming evident. It was the advent of World
!{ar II which brought visual insEructlon to the center
of attention.
Ttre Btructure of the work force changed rapidly
in the earLy 1940's. As the mal-e population took
over the task of defending the Courtry, it becane
necessary to train a whole new work force comprised of
housewives, young men not old enough to.enlist,
young women, and anyone else available to do the job.
Industrial and military men looked to the new media
to answer this challenge. Films and sti1l Pictures were
produced with amazing speed to ueet the training needs
of all aspects of American Society.6
4.f . v. Ankeney, "Report of the Couttission on
Teacher Training iir'Visull Instruction, " Educational
Screetr, 0ctober-1926, pp. 489-49L.
5Saettler, A History of InsEructional Technology
pp. 137-139.
Kansas

6rbid., p.

171.

11

In 1945, at the end of llorld !ilar II , the
emphasis turned frorn industrial and military tralning
to the educational needs of a country at peace.
The late 1940's and 1950's saw substantial
grorrth in the use of audiovisuaL media. The Division
of Audiovisual Instruction rras formed by IIEAT
in 1945. Funding was available on the federal , state,
and county levels. In Virginia alone, $1.25 nillion
dollars was made available to "supply every school
in the state with a motion Picture projector, filns,
fiknstrips, maps, slides, and other audiovisual
materials,"8 The NationaL Defense Education Act
nade funding available for educational programs,
largely due to the Russian launching of Sputnik.9
The increased use of various media for instfuctional objectives was a steP in a new direction.
With this step in the late 1950's and early 1960's
came a realization of the overall Picture of
instructi.onal media. It was at this Point that
7rbid., p. 187.
8ruia., p. 182.
9H"rry G. Good and James D. Teller,.+.t{is!ory
of Western Education, (London: The Macnillin Company,

ffi

L2

audiovisual materials had to be redefined "in terms
of learning and cotrmunication theory."10 The

various research discussed here deals rrith the overall
effectiveness of mediated instruction.
The emphasis placed on audiovisual materials

for teaching brought about many questions as to the
effectiveness of a given media, or the effectiveness
of one form of instruction as opposed to another.ll
The studies to answer these questions are still going
on today. llany research studies indicate that, in
certain i.nstances, mediated instruction is as
effective, if not more effective than traditional
classroom lectures.12 Other available infornation
indicates that in comparing two media formata, a
difference in the effectiveness of the nedia could
be partially attributed to the inteLlectual
capabilities of the learrr.r.13
lo''The changing Role of the Audiovisual Process
of Related Terms , "
in Education: A Definition and a Glossary
1953)
(January-FebruarY,
Review,
Audiovisual Comnunication
PP.

11p.

L. M. Unbelraun, "Achievement of
students - a
audiotutorial ind conventional biology
(1971) pp. 574-576'

o.

Sparks and

;;;;iii"a

Jtudy," BioScience
l2Kenneth H. Silber, "An Experimental Study-of Ehe
Desree of effective Responses elicited by Several-. MeEiated and Non-Mediated Instructional Methods ' r'lnar
ii;;;;;;; iih.D. dissertation,.universitv of southern -

caiifoinia,

Los Angeles, 1969).

13wi11i", H. Allen, "rntellectual Abilities and
ign, " Audiovisual Cormtunication
rr"trr.iiott"i- u"ai. DespP'
139-167'
Review, (Surmrer 1975)

13

Progranured multimedia presentations have been

to be more effective than several other rnodes
of instruction by one studyl4 although intellectual
capacity was not a criterion for evaluatlon.
Not all studies show media to be more effective,
although many shor media fornats to be a "viable
alternative"l5 to traditional teaching, with no
significant difference in the degree of affectlve
learning. A study by Lawrence Poorman shows that there
are "indicati.ons that the eultinedia approach effected
increased interest in studying" and that it was
"partially responsible for an increased l-evel of
shown

enthus iasm" among studerrt". 16

The research work

of U.

Theodore Oen comPared

the effecEiveness of an individualized learning nethod
to the general lecture method of instruction.
L4}ary R. Taylor, "A Comparitive Evaluation of
Teaching Effectiveness and Efficiency for three
presentition modes - programed unrltinedia for groups,
lrogramed textbook, and oultirnedia lecture-discussion -

is idapted frorn an original unit of instruction,"

(Ed.D.; Brigharo Young UniversiEy, 1969).
15si1b"r, "An Experimentar study of the Degree
of Affective Response- elicited by Several Mediated and

Instructional Methods, Final Report."
16l,.rt.rr"" E. Poorman, "A Comparitive Study of
the Effectiveness of a llulti Media systems approach
io Harvard Project Physics with Traditional Approaches
io narv"ra Project Physics," (Ed.D., Indiana University,

Non-Mediated

L967)

.

L4

Results showed Ehat the individualized group scored
significantly higher in several areas than the group
thaE received the general lecEure discussion method

of instructiorr. 17
In his doctoral dissertation comparing traditional
teacher lecture method to an individualized instruction
method of teaching business rePort writing, Janes
Bradshaw found that the individualized instruction
format obtained "significantly higher scores than
the traditional Eeacher-lecture method. "18
W. W. McCarley found in his studies at Michigan
State University that in comparing individualized
instruction and lab format to lecture-discussion and
lab format, that the individualized instruction group
did "significantly better" because the students
acquired more knowledge and skiIls using a combination
of psychomotor and cognitive skills. fhe students
lTurbat Theodore Oen, "An Experimental Study
desiened to evaluate the effectiveness of an individuitized learning method of insEruction when
of
to the geieral lecture-discussion method1970)'
;;;;.d
UniversiEy,
(Pfi.D.,
Mlchigan
State
i""[i""iio","
l8J"mes Rulon Bradshaw, "An ExPerimental Study
Comoarine a Traditional Teacher-Lecture Method with
an individu alLzed Method of Instructing Business RePort
Writing," (Ed.D., Brigham Young University, L974)'

15

were more enthusiastic and they oade more

of an effort

in the corrr"" . 19
report on Instructlonal
Technology in Higher Education states that "the
experience thus far with the new technology. . . indicates
that it ls...adding to rather than replacing older
The Carnegie Conunission

approaches . "20

Postlethwaits' studies at Purdue llniversity
show that mediated instruction is a viable alternative
to traditional classroom teaching, and that under the
proper circumstances, it can be more effective than
traditional teaching'21 More effective long range

learning is often a result of mediated instructlon
Mediated

'

instruction is not always more effective'

studies, such as those conducEed by t'Iari lynn
Harris at the University of Pittsburgh,22
19w"1t"t Uilliarn McCarley, "An Experimental
Study to-evaluate the Effectiv6ness of- an Individualized
meEhod
i""ti""tio"a1 Method and the lecture discussion(Ph'D"
classes,"
agriculture
f"i-i"""ti"g vocational
Michigan StIte UniversitY, 1969).
20A R"port and Recosmendations !r th9 carnggig

Many

Coruni

ss

ion-6"-

il'":#i:;#"Ii

ii !i,"t Educ at lor], - ttre :I6ur tlr
iiEii"irley- i"-iish@'

21s. tl. Postlethwait, J. Novak,
oach Eo Learn
The Audio-Tutorial

p.

apolls,

esota:

ges s

and

r

t

RevglY.li.ol:

I{. T. Murray, Jr. '
ces,
ComPanY,

L972)

1.

22Marilyn F. Harris, "The development ' implemen- ,
of a ielf-pacing auEol
tation,"i-e!;ilg, ."a-t"ti""iion
laboratory course"' (Ph'D.'

Iii.iiir-a.""lE'rottn"
Uii""i"itv of"Pittsburgh'

1975)'

16

D. R. Laurie at Oklahona State University,23 ,nd
H. T. Moore at the University of Missouri,24 aLL
show no significant difference in the learning taking
place from a particular form of instruction. This
would indicate that in these instances, mediated
instruction could be used in place of traditional
teaching, with no significant loss to the student.
Suunary

history of instructional technology shows
a steady increase in the use of media since the 1920's.
The

research suPPorts the statement
that various forms of media instruction, both on
an individualized basis and suppLeroental basis ' are as

The

uraj

ority of

effective, if not more effective than traditionaL
classroom teaching' This infornation serves as a
basis for the study to deterEine student attitudes
towards the "Theorles

of

Comunication ltledia" course '

23o. n. Laurie, "A study comparing the lecture
method a.ta-iuioiial' (slide tiPe) irethoii of instruction
foi--"-t."ith-class uriit on physical fitness," (Ed'D''

Okl.hor. SEate University' L974)'
24Hubert T. lIoore, Jr', "A Comparison of the
and Conventional
Effect oi-i"ai.ria"a1izedonStudy
in t ltl,gYlq:-.
retention
Ei"iiioo, Presentation(Ed.D., University
of Missour:.'
aii"-rettobs class,"
197s)

.

CHAPTER 3

DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

of this study was to determine the
student attitudes about the "Theories of Coumunication
The purpose

Media" course,

a

course taught on a non-traditional

format.
Rat

ionale

of Educational Cormunications
at Ithaca College instituted a new formaE for a
basic media course, "Theories of Cornmunication Media,"
in the FaIl of 1975. Tvo of the major professors of
the departnent spent the sutrmer of 1975 developing
The Departnent

the behavioral objectives and preparing the necessary
software for the new format. (See appendix A for the
complete behavioral objectives. )

the implementation of this
course on the Ithaca College caEPus. At this time
questions arose as to the student attitudes tortards
the course, such as: Do the students like this fornat ?
Are they Botivated by it? ; Are the students more
motivated by this format than a traditional lecture
The

fornat

Fall of

L975 saw

?

L7

18

After discussion with the two professors who
rrere responsible for the course, it was decided that
a survey should be conducted to ascertain the student
attitudes about the course.
Populat ion
The population was made up

of all students

enrolled in the "Theories of Comunlcation l,ledia"
course during the tenas listed: group one, Fall 1975;
group thro, Spring 1976; group three, Fall 1976;
group

four, Spring L977; alrd group five, Spring 1978.

Survey Instrument
The questionnaire was developed

to

answe!

those questions relevant to determining student

attitudes about this particular course and its mode
of instruction. The questions and their relevance to
the survey were developed and discussed. (See
appendix B for the survey questions.)

one Have you ever taken a slide-tape
lecture course before?
yes no
The first question on the survey was asked to
establish what percentage of the students enrolled in
the "Theories of Comrmrnication Media" course had
previously taken a course on a similar format. This was
to determine any previous familiarity with the format,
Question

19

Question

two If so, was it at this college
yes

?

no

This question was posed to determine what
percentage of those students who had previously taken
a s lide- tape/ lecture course had taken the course at
Ithaca College.

like the format of
the slide-tape presentations ? yes_ no
This question was asked to determine whether
not the students liked the format of the media
presentation. It is directly related to ques tion four.
Question

three

Do you

find the pacing of
the slide-tape presentations to be adequate

Question

four

Do you

yes

Question four

no

B If no, check one too fast
too slow

This two part question r as posed to determine
if the pacing of the sLide-tape programs was suitable

for learning. The second part was asked to determine
how many of the students who had answered "no" to
question four felt that the pacing was either too fast
or too s 1o\r.

?

20

five Do you find the Monday group
lecture to be necessary? yes_ no
Question five was posed to ascertain the
percentage of students who felt the large group lecture
rras necessary. Since much of the course meterial is
covered in the slide-tape Presentations, some students
uray find the format Eo be enough.
Question

six Are the course objectives
yes_ no
clearly stated?
This question \,ras asked to determine if the
students had a strong grasP of what they were to
accomplish in order to successfully complete the
Question

course.

Question seven

Is the llonday lecture,

combined

with the slide-tape Presentations, adequate
to cover the stated objectives of the course?

yes_

no

of question seven, in conjunclion
with question eight, is to establish by what modes the
students feel they would learn the course material best.
Question seven deals with the comPlete slide- tape/ lecture
The purpose

format.

2L

Question elght A Do you feel the course could
be adequately covered, as stated in the

objectives, by the slide-tape presentations

yes_ no_
alone?
Question eight B ..,if supplemented by
appointuents with the professor ?
yes

This question narrorrs the direction of the type
of instruction. The flrst Part of the question deals
with whether or not the students feel the course could
be adequately handled by the slide-tape presentations

totally an individualLzed instruction course.
The second part of the question offers a cornpronise
between the large group lecture, and total individualized
study. fhe option is that the students would be able to
meet hrith the professor, when the need arose. If there
was no need, they would continue study on their own,
according to the course objectives.
a1one,

nine Is this forrnat better than a
class which meets three times per week in a
regular classroom setting? Yeg
The purpose of question nine is to assess the
students preference for a slide- taPe / lecture course as
compared to a traditional lecture course.
Qtrestion
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Question

ten

Do you

present class

to

feel motivated by the

strucEure?

yes

no

Question ten is a straight forward question as
whether or not the students feel motivated by the

slide- tape / lecture format.

feel more
motivated by a class which net three times

Question eleven Would you

per

week?

yes_

no

This question again deals with the question of
motivation. Indirectly, it offers a comparison
between the Dotivation which

a student feels he/she

receives from the two formats.
Space was provided at the end of the quesEionnaire

for student

comrnents.

Administering the survey
once the survey was coopleted, decisions were

as to how it would be administered. It was
decided that the survey would be given to the test

made

population at a large group meeting during which a test
vras

being given. The meeting decided upon was the

night the last of three tests was given. The reasoning
behind Ehis decision was that a greater test PoPulaEion
would be Present on the evening of a required test'
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to the tests given to
the students, on a seParate sheet of PaPer. Students
were instructed to not sign the survey, and to hand it
in lndependent of the test. It \ras administered to
the identified population on the night of the last test
The survey \ as attached

during the semester. This allowed students the oPPortunity to become familiar with the course fornat.

the data were colleeted, a comPuter
program was written to collate the data. In addition
to writing the program, comPuter cards had to be
punched for each individual student survey. Six sets
Once

of data were generated; five showed the resPective
groups individual Percentages while the sixth set
of daEa generated was a compilation of the first
five sets of data.
The analysis of data took pLace after the six
sets of data were obtained.
Sumary

the development of a new format for the already

existing "Theories of Co'nmunication l'ledia" course
led to the need for a student attitude study to
investigate student reactions to the course' A survey

was

developed, covering key areas such as student preference
and motivation. The survey was administered to five
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of students enrolled in the course dur ing a
three year span. Ttre information gathered was encoded
on computer cards and data were generated to determine
the percentages of ansr ers to the questions. At this
poinE, the data were ready to be analyzed.
groups

CHAPTER 4

AI{ALYSIS OF DATA

This chapter presents the data collected as a
result of the survey of the "Theorles of Coumr:nication
Media" course at lthaca College. The survey was
conducted over a three year span, wlth five groups of
students involved, representing the following semesters:

Fall 1976; Spring L977; atd
Spring 1978. The cr:mulative test population was 738

Fa11 1975; Spring 1976;

students.

a frequency run to
determine percentages and frequency of response.
Adjusted frequency tables were also produced. Each
table gives the following data: the total population for
each group; the number responding "yes"; the number
responding "no"; the number of individuals who did not
respond to a particular question; the resPective
percentages for each of these grouPs; and the
cumulative results of the data for the five groups.
The following Pages are an analysis of the data
The computer prograu used was

generated by

this

studY.
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one Have you ever taken a sl-ide-tape
yes no
lecture course before ?

Question

Table
Response

1

to Question

one

no
resPons e

yes

group

1-

91

group

2

155

group

3

L62

group

4

156

group

5

L74

cumulative 738

30.8 (28)
L8.7 (29)

69.2 (63)
81.3 (126)

22.2
22.4
11.s
20.1

77.8
77.6
88.5
79.9

The data showed

of the five

(36)
(35)
(20)
(148)

t}:at

2O.L%

groups conbined had

lecture course before .

(L26)
(L2L)
(1s4)

(sg0)

of the population
taken a slide-tape
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Question

two If so, was it

aE

this college?

yes_

no

Tab].e 2
Response

n

1
group 2
group 3
group 4
group 5

91
155
L62
156
L74
cumulative 738

group

to queition

yes

(24)
16.8 (26)
L5.4 (25)
L8.6 <29)
10.3 (18)
L6.5 (L22)
26.4

two

no

no
resPonse

(32) 38.s (3s)
(46) 53.5 (83)
30.9 (50) 53.7 (87)
25.6 (40) 55.8 (87)
29.3 <5L) 60.3 (105)
29.7 (2L9) 53.8 (397)
35.2
29.7

for question two sholred that of the
20.L7. of students responding yes to question one'
16.5% had taken their previous slide-tape course
at lthaca College'
The data
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Question

three

Do you

like the fornat of

the slide-tape presentations

?

yes_
Table
Response

n

to

yes

no

3

Olrestion three

no

no
resPonse

91 79.L (72) 17.6 (16) 3.3 (3)
155 81.3 (126) L4.2 (22) 4.5 (7)
L62 92.6 (150) 6.8 (11) 4.5 (7)
156 83.3 (L30) L4.7 (23) 0.6 (1)
L74 82.2 (L43) L6.7 (29) 1.1 (2)
cumulative 738 84.1 (621) 13.7 (1OI) 2.2 <L6)

1
sroup 2
group 3
sroup 4
group 5
sroup

that, on a curnulative basis,
84.L% of the test population liked the fornat of
The data showed

the slide-taPe Presentation. The positive reply
ranged fron 79.1% from grouP one, to 92.6% fron
group three.
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Question four

A

Do

you find the paclng

of the slide-tape presentations to

yes_

be adequate?

no

Table 4

to

Response

Question 4

A

no

yes

n

group

1

9L

76.9 (70)

group

2

155

group

3

t62

7s.s (117)
80.9 (131)

grouP

4

156

75.0 (L17)

group

5

L74

71.8 (12s)

738

7s.9

cumtrlat

ive

(360)

no

fesponse

19.8 (18)
20.0 (31)

3.3 (3)

L6.7 (27)
2L.2 (33)

(4)

25.4 (46)
21.0 (lss)

4.s
2.s

(7)

3.8 (6)
1.7 (3)
3.1 (23)

Of the students resPonding to this question'
75.9% of the population replied that the pacing was
adequate. Group five gave the lowesE positive reply

of

7L.87",

while group three stated the strongest

"yes" repl.y of

80.9%.
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Question four

B if no, check

one.

too fast_
too sLolv_
Table 5
Response to question four

n

1
sroup 2
sroup 3
sroup 4
sroup s

9L
155
L62
156
L74
cumulative 738

sf,oup

fast
8.8 (8)
8.4 (13)
9.3 (15)
4.5 (7)
4.6 (8)
6.9 (51)

slol
7.7 (7)

(16)
6.2 (10)
16.0 (2s)
21.8 (38)
13.0 (96)

10.3

B

no

response

82.4 <76)
80.0 (124)
84.5 (137)
79.5 (L24)
72.4 <L26)
79.9 (590)

to question four A
were asked to also anslfer question four B to determine
whether the pacing vras too fast or too slow. Using an
adjusted frequency table (see table 5 B) the data
showed that 64.77. of those responding to question
four B felt that the pacing of the slide-tape
Students resPonding "no"

presentations was too s1ow. Of the population
answering question four B, 35.9i'" felt that the pacing
was too

fast.
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Table 5

B

Adjusted Frequency -- Response to Question four

n
L5
29
25
32
47
cumulative 148

1
group 2
group 3
group 4
group 5

group

too fast

too slow

53.2 (8)
43.5 (13)

46.8 (7)

59.3 (15)
23.5 <7)
18.3 (8)
35.9 (51)

53.2 (16)
46.7 (10)
76.5 (25)
81.7 (39)
64.7 (97)

no
resPonse

B
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Question five Do you find the Monday
group lecture to be necessary?

yes_

no

Table 6
Response to question five

n

91
155
L62
156
L74
cnmulative 738

1
sroup 2
sroup 3
sroup 4
group 5

group

yes
33.0 (33)
47.L (73)
58.0 (94)
58.3 (91)
56.3 (98)
52'3 (386)

no

(59)
51.0 (79)
39.5 (64)
39.7 (62)
40.2 (70)
45.3 (334)
64.8

no
resPonse

2.2 <2)
1.9 (3)
1.9 (3)
1.9 (3)
3.5 (6)
2.3 (L7)

five shor ed
that 52.3% of the population felt that the large group
lecture lrras necessary. 0f the total population
surveyed, 45.37. indicated that it was not necessary
The data gathered from guestion

while

2.37. nade no rePly.
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six Are the course objectives
yes_ no
clearly stated?

Question

Table
Response

n

7

to Question six

no

yes

9l- 89.0 (81)
155 96.1 (149)
L62 94.4 (153)
156 92.3 (L44)
L74 9s.4 (166)
cumulative 738 93.9 (693)

1
group 2
sroup 3
sroup 4
gtoup 5

group

As shown

in table 7 ,

93.9%

no
resPonse

7.7 (7)
3.2 (5)
4.3 (7)
7.1 (11)
4.0 (7)
5.0 (37)

3.3 (3)
0.6 (1)
0.6 (1)
0.6 (1)
0.6 (1)
0.9 (7)

of the total

population indicated that the course objectives were
clearly stated. The range was from 897" support from
group

L

, to

96.1% support from group 2.
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Question seven

Is the

lecture,
combined with the slide-tape presentation adequate to cover the stated
objectives of the course? yes no
Table
Response

n
1group 2
group 3
group 4
group 5

91
155
L62
156
174
cumulative 738

group

to

Monday

8

Question seven

yes

82.4 (75)
91.0 (141)
92.6 (I-50)
92.3 (L44)
92.5 (151)
90.0 (671)

no

no
resPonse

12.1 (11) 5.5 (5)

9.0 (14)
6.2 (10)
5.8 (9)
5.7 (10)
7.3 (54)

L.2 (2)
1.9 (3)
1.7 (3)
1.8 (13)

Of the students responding to this question,

of the population replied positively to this
question, that the slide-tape presentations and
Monday lecture were adequate to cover the objectives of
90.9%

the course.
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Question eight A Do you feel the course could
be adequateLy covered, as stated in the

objectives, by the slide-tape presenEations
alone

yes

?

Table 9
Response to question eight

n

yes

91 67.0 (61)
155 58.7 (91)
L62 47.5 (77)
156 50.0 (78)
L74 53.4 (93)
cr:mulative 738 54.2 (400)

1
sroup 2
group 3
group 4
group 5

sroup

A

no

<26)
36.1 (s6)
49.4 (80)
47.4 <74)
44.8 (78)
42.3 (3L4)
28.6

no

no
resPonse

4.4
5.2
3.1
2.6
1.7
3.3

(4)
(B)

(5)
(4)
(3)

(24)

overall population indicated tl:.at 54.27"
of the students felt that the slide-tape presentations
alone were adequate to cover the stated objectives.
0f the remaining population, 42.5,"/" indicated that the
slide-tape presentations were not adequate to cover
the stated objectives of the course.
The
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question eight

.if

B

supplemented by

aPpointments with the professor

?

yes

Table
Response

n

to

10

Question eight

yes

B

no
resPons e

no

grouP

1

91

65.9 (60)

18.7 (17)

ls.4

grouP

2

155

63.6 (97)

18.1 (28)

19.4 (30)

group

3

L62

L7.9 (29)

group

4

156

23. r_ (36)

L6.7 (27)
L8.6 (29)

grouP

5

L74

6s.4 (106)
s8.3 (91)
64.9 (113)
63.3 (467)

20.7 (36)

L4.4 (25)

L9.I

r.6.

cumulative

738

(146)

9

(14)

(12s)

question eight B was the second ParE of question
eight. 0f the total PoPulation, 63.3% indicated that the
course could be adequately covered by the slide-taPe
presentations and supplemental aPPointments with the

professor. Of the remaining population, 19.8% fel-t
that it could not be effectively handled on the specified
fornat, while 16.97" made no rePIY.
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Question

nine Is this format better than

a class which rneecs three tlmes per
week in a regular classroom setting?

Table 11
Response to question nine

n

no
resPons e

no

23.L (2L)

L74

72.s (66)
81.9 (127)
87.0 (r41)
88.s (138)
87.9 (153)

738

84.7 (62s)

L2.6 (93)

group

1

91

grouP

2

155

group

3

L62

group

4

156

group

5

cumuLative

yes

L4.8 (23)

s

(17)

8.3

(13)

10.

10.9 (19)

4.4 (4)
3.2 (s)
2.5 (4)
3.2 (s)
1.1 (2)
2.7 (20)

Question nine recei.ved an 84.77" positive reply,
as shown in table 11. 0f the remaining population,

that the fornat of the "Theories of
Comrunication Media" course is not better than a
traditional class format.

12.67. indicated
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Question ten Do you feel motivated by
the present class structure?
no

Table 12
Response to question ten

n

yes

no

46.2 (42)

49.5 (4s)

155

ss.5

3

L62

66.7 (108)

41.9 (6s)
28.4 <46)

group

4

156

61.5 (96)

group

5

L74

64.9 (1r.3)

738

60.3 (44s)

grouP

1

91

group

2

group

cumulative

(86)

no
fesPons e

4.4
2.6
4.e

(4)

(4)
(8)

1.9 (3)
1.1 (2)
36.9 (272) 2.8 <2L)

36.5 (s7)
33.9 (s9)

Of the population surveyed, 60.3% of the students

replied that they were motivated by the format of the
course. This ranged fron 46.7% of gtoup L to 66.77.

of

group 2.
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Question eleven Would you

feel

more

motivated by a class whi.ch met three

times per

ye8

week?

Table
Response

n

1
2
sroup 3
sroup 4
sroup 5

91
1s5
L62
156
L74
cnmulative 738

sroup
group

to

yes

no

13

Question eleven

no

no

resPonae

(15) 75.8 (69) 6.6 (6)
14.8 (23)
81.3 (126) 3.9 (6)
L4.8 (24)
79.0 (128) 6.2 (10)
10.9 (17)
85.3 (133) 3.8 (6)
L2.6 (22)
85.6 (149) l.i (3)
13.8 (102) 82.0 (605) 4.2 (3L)

L7.5

this question showed thax 827,
of the population felt they would not be rnore motivated
The data from

by a class which roet three times per

week.
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Surmary

collected as a result of
the survey administered to the "Theories of Cor"munication
Media" course at Ithaca College during a three year sPan.
Five groups of students were surveyed, with a test
The preceding data were

population

of

738 sEudents,

that approximately one-fifth of the
population had previously taken a s lide-t ape/ lecture
course before. 0f that 20i", L6.5%had taken the course
at Ithaca College' Over three-quarters of the students
stated thaE they liked the format of the course.
Approximately three-quarters of the population indicated
that the pacing of the sli.de-tape Presentations was
Ihe data

shosl

adequate.

half of the PoPulation found the large
group lecture to be necessary. A high Percentage of the
students , 94L, stated that the course obJectives
were clearly stated.
A large percentage of the students, 907", stated
that the Monday lecture combined with the slide-tape
presentations r ere adequate to cover the objectives
More than

of the course. This percentage droPPed xo 547' when the
students were asked if the slide-tape Presentations alone
would be adequate to cover the staEed objectives'
More than 607. indicated that the course could be
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adequately covered using the slide-tape presentatlons
and supplementaL appointmenEs with the professor
as needed.

of the population indicated
that this format was better than a traditionaL classroom
setting. A high percentage of the students, 607",
stated that they felt motivated by the present class
structure, while only 13.8?( indicated that they would
feel more Dotivated by a class which met three times
Over three-qrurters

per

week.

CHAPIER 5
CONCLUSIONS

This chapter will surrnarize this study which
rras conducted to determine student attitudes towards
the method of instruction used in teaching the course
"Theories of Corn'nunication Mediari at lthaca College.
The findings of the study will be discussed,

implications reviewed, and recommendations will be uade.
Sr:mrary

of the study

thirty eight students took part
in the study concerning the "Theories of Comnr:nication
Media" course. The population consisted of all
students enrolled in the course during a three year,
five semester plan. The five grouP s were made up of
students in all four years of study: freshmen;
sophomore; junior, and senior.
fhe course format consisted of one large group
Seven hundred

meeting per week, conducted by the professor; one

sl1de-tape presentation per week which was watched
on an individual basis; and two Iab sessions per
semester where students were introduced
hardware discussed during the course.
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to the various
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The survey was administered on the

night of the

last test given during the senester. The largest
population could be reached this way. Students were
instructed to not sigrl the survey.
Each questionnaire was transferred to data
cards and run through the computer on a frequency and
adjusted frequency program. Five sets of individual
data were generated and a sixth cunulative set was also
generated

.

Findings
Seven hundred

thirty eight students \ ere surveyed

durlng this study. No data had been previously collected
concerning the student attitudes toward the method of
i"nstruction. The data collected as a result of this
study indicates:

1.

Ovet

207.

of the students

had previously

taken a slide-taPe lecture course. Of
this group, 16.5% had taken that course at

Ithaca College.
2, The rnajority of students, 84.1%, liked the
format of the slide-tape Presentations.
3. A high percentage of students, 75.9"!,,
indicated that the pacing of the slide-tape
programs rras adequate. Of those

that felt

the pacing was not adequate, 35.9% (adjusted
frequency) felt that the pacing was too fast,
while 64.77" indicated that it was too slow'
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4. Approximately half of the population, 52,37.,
felt that the Monday group lecture was
necessary.

5. A large majority of the population, 93.97.,
indlcated that the course objectives were
clearly stated.
6. The najority of the population, 90.77., felt
that the current format is sufficient to
cover the objectives of the course.
7. The majority of the students , 54.2'!",
indicated that the course could be adequately
covered by the slide-tape Presentations. This

figure rises to 63.3:'. if the professor

1s

available as needed.
8. Of the students surveyed, 84.7% feLt that the
format of the "Theories of Conrmunication
Media" course was better than that of

a

class which met three times per week.
9. A high percentage of students, 60.37.,
indicated that they felt motivated by the

current format.
LO. Of the total Population, 82% indtcated that
they would not be more motivated by a class
which met three times Per week.
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Conc 1us

ions

this survey serves as
the basis for drawing several conclusions. They are:
1. The rnajority of the students like the fornat
of the slide-tape presentations. fhe cumulative average was 84.1%.
2. Over three quarters of the students
indicated that they found the pacing of the
slide-tape presentations to be adequate.
Since the uraj ority of students liked the
fornat, and for:nd the pacing to be adequate,
similar courses should be considered for
transfer to this format, pending determination
of their suitability for this format. Such
The data collected from

courses would allow teachers more oPPortunity
to work with students on a one to one basis

as needed.

3.

rnajority of the population found the
Monday lecture to be necessary. Students
indicated that the Monday lecture, in conjunction with the slide-tape Presentations'
was adequate to cover the stated objectives
of the course. The data indicate that this
method of instruction is a viable alternative

The

to traditional teaching fornats ' from the
the
students viewpoint' While 54'27' of
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students indicated that they felt the course
could be adequately handled by the slide-tape
presentations a1one, 90.9% of the population

felt thdt the course could be handled best
as it is. This infornation suggests a
contract basis for the course. Students could
contract to take the course on one of the
two formats: totally individualized study,
with appointments with the professor as needed;
or as the format currently exists.
4, A large percentage of the population, 84.7%,
indicated that this format was better than a
traditional class which meets three tlmes
per week. The purpose of this area of
questioning rras not to determine which format
was better. Instead, it was to find out
if the students liked this format more than a
traditional lecture format. Based on the data
gathered, since the students liked the format
of the slide-tape Presentations and liked the
overall format more than traditional classrooms, it would seem evident that certain
other courses that were suitable could be
adapted to this format, and that such courses
would be well received by the students'

5. Motivation is a prime factor in student
Over half
reactions to a Particular subject'
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of the population, 60.3"A, felt motivated by the
current structure of the "Theories of
Conrnrmication Media" course. While this
is a high percentage, it becomes more impressive
when combined with the data that only L3.81l
of the population would feel more motivated
by a traditional class. The data indicate
that, possibly, students could learn more
and be more interesEed and motivated by the

slide-tape lecture format for teaching.
Recorrnendat

ions

Based on

the dala gathered fron the survey

of the "Theories of

Conrnunication Media" course, the

foll-owing recournendations are made :
1, The current format of the course "Theories
of Conmunication Media" is well received

by the students. The course should continue
to be taught on this format '
2. The majority of students indicated that
they liked the format of the "Theories of
Ehey
Coururnication Media" course' and thaE

feel more motivated by it than they do
It is
by traditional classroom formats '
similar nature
recod[ended Ehat courses of a
for transfer
and suitable content be considered
to this

format '
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3. It is recomended that a similar study be
undertaken in one to trro years to see if
the current daEa correlates with the future
findings.
4. For further study it is recomtended that the
survey request from the student the

following information: sex; age; class;

najor; and approximate grade Point average.
?his would aLlow a basis for more detailed
study, to see lf any particular characteristics tend to have a significant role
in a students like/dislike of the format.
5. For future study, it is reconmended that
question nine, "Is this fomat better than
a class which meets three tines per week
in a regular classroom setting?", be changed '
The question should ask which format does

the student like better, not which format is
better

'

SumarY

thirty eight students took
part in the survey of the "Theories of Cormr:nication
survey covered
Media" course at Ithaca College' The
Seven hundred and

a five semester, three Year sPan'
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The survey was administered on the

night of the

last test given during the semester. A11 data were
transferred to conputer cards, and run through the
computer on a frequency and adjusted frequency program.
The data were ataLyzed, and
recourrendat

findings, conclusions,

and

ions were reported.

that more than three-quarters
of the students surveyed liked the format of the
slide-tape presentations. 0f the total popul atj.ot, 7 6"/"
stated that the pacing was adequate as is. More than
haLf of the poPulation surveyed felt that the Monday
lecture lf,as necessary. A very high percentage, 9L7,,
indicated that the course objectives were.clearty
stated. Reconmendations were uade to continue teaching
the course on its current format, since the majority
of students indicated suPPort of the various methods
The data indicat.ed

in teaching this course.
Over four-fifths of the population surveyed
indicated that they felt the "Iheories of Cor"'nr:nication
which
Media" course was beEter than a traditional class
met three times per week' llhile 60'37' of the

used

studentsstatedthattheyfeltmotivatedbythecurrent
feel more
format, only 13.87. indicated that they would
roet three times
motivated by a traditional class which
with the fact
per week' This inforrnation' coupled
the current
that the najority of students felt that
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format is adequate to cover the stated objectives

that other courses of a suitable nature be
considered for transfer to this fornat.
It roas further recoumended that a similar
study be undertaken in one to trrro years to see
lf future findings support the current data. The
study should cover information such as: age; sex;
cLass; major; and approximate grade point average.
In addition, quesEion nine shouLd be restated to end
any confus ion about its intent.
suggests

Selected

Comnent s

Students were given an oPPortunity

to voice

opinions about the course at the end of the questionnaire '
This provided a means of discoveripg any attitudes
that night not have been covered by the questionnaire '
The responses were varied

:

format...is basicaLly good.

The learning

"The
p."t"e".-.te
a good idea.- The Mon$ay night
i..i"i"" are noE always necessary.''

"...add more material that is challenging'''"
with
"I Like the learning which occurs
the slide-tape Presdntations, buE L resent
it" irop"t"onil- methods .''
if teaching" .''
"good c1ass...need to know
if I had (a) lecture
"I learn more than
tf,rte tirnes Per week"'
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"I learned a lot. "
"I Ehink it is the only course I ever had
here that really motivates me and keeps
my desire for learning active."
"I personally do not like the independent
type study--I would much rather have a regular
lecture . "

"...should be an independent study with the
slide-tape presentations a1one. "
"Love this class !"
"...one of the most structured courses I have
ever taken...a definiEe order for everything. "
"Being a future teacher, this class has given
me an alternate method of rr teaching and
expressing many thoughts .

"for some reason, I(it)find this format much easier
creates less anxiety..."
to learn from and
"I think the class fornat- - slide-tapes etc.
should be used to supPlement and aid
lnstruction in other schools at the college-Business etc . "

overall reaction to the format of the course
\ as positive. Many of the students made a polnt of
mentioning that they preferred the current format
to that of a traditional class, for various reasons'
slideSome liked setEing their own Lime to view the
tape presentations, while others liked the overallThe

structure given to the class by the behavioral
obj

ectives.

attitude
Those students who indicated a negative
the course felt that the course was too

towards

, or too independent ' They expressed
desire for the traditional classroom'

impersonal

a
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APPENDIX A
COMPI,ETE BEIIAVIOML OBJECTIVES

''THEORIES OF COMMUNICATION MEDIA''

COURSE
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1.

COMMUNICATIONS THEORY

Goal Rationale

of this unit is to develop a clearer
understanding of the way in which people comnr:nicate
and the complex nature of the comnunications process.
To survive in our modern society, we must be
able to make ourselves understood by others, and
in turn, understand them. The need to understand
the communications process is essential to every
individual--regardless of the type of work one
The purpose

in for a livelihood.
A secondary purpose of this unit is to relate
the corrnunications Process to the field of
educational media and to draw inferences as
to how one may better utilize media in the process
of comunicating in instructional settings.
engages

Specific Objectives

1.1 The student will be able to identify and order
the four modes of the counrunication day moving from
least used to mosE frequently used.
L.2 The student wiLl be able to define the word
cosmunication as developed in this course.
1.3 The student will be able to identify and.describe .
the act of coumunication between: a. animal/animar;

b.

animal/machine; and

c.

nachine/machine.

to name and describe
L.4 fhe student will be ablecolrnunication
'
four purposes for human
the four basic
1.5 The student will be able to name
process
as develoPed
;1;;;;; of the comrunication
in the Berlo Model .
able to identify and describe
1.6 The student will be
within each source and the
found
it. fo"t factors
ieceiver in the comnunications model'
L.7 The sludent will be able to construet a
coruntrnicat

1.8

Given

ions

model '

a specific illustration of

hurnan

verbal

-

student will be able to identify
i"i"i."tib", the place
them in proper order
the el-ements and

within a coununcations

model '
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1.9

The student will be able
1oop" in comnunications.

to describe the "feedback

1.10 The student will be able to name and describe
specific barriers to effective cormnunicatlon.
1.11 The student will be able to define the term
"noise" as used in the cormunication process.
L.Lz The
student will be able to define the term
ttvisual
literacy. "
1.L3 The student will be able to differentiate befireen
language and comunications.

1.14 Using Dale's Cone of Experience, the student will
be able to name and describe the most absEract
and most concrete levels.

2.

LEARNING THEORY AND BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Goal Rationale

of this unit is to develop a basic
understanding of learning theories and the
implications-of these theories in the Media/
The purpose

couuunication fields.

A secondary PurPose of this uniE is to develop
a clear undeistanding of behavioral objective
writing and the need for narrolrly stated objectives.

Specific Objectives
2.L
2.2
2.3

2.4

wiLl be able to define the word
"learning" as developed in this course.
The student will be able to differentiate
between "acquisition" and "extension" learning
The student will be abte to list and briefly
describe the Ehree domains of learning.
The student will be able to list and describe
of the six elements identified under the
C-gnitive Domain and rank them in hierarchiaL

The student

order

.

'

each
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2.5

The student will be able to describe and differentiate between the t\ro major learning theories

in this class.
The student will be able to describe and illustrate
by example the S-Rr approach to learning.
The student wilL be able to describe and illustrate
by example positive and negative reinforcement
in the S-Rr approach.
deveLoped

2.6
2.7

2.8

The student will be able to accurately distinguish
between written objectives which are stated in
terms of student behavior and those not so stated.

2.9 The
student will t' be able to define the term
t'overt
behavior.
2.LO The student will be able to convert non-behavioral
objectives to objectives which adequately describe
post-

instruction behavior '

z.LL

The student will be able to differentiate
between ambiguously and non-ambiguously stated
obj eetives .

2,L2

The studenu

2.L3

The student

"criterion"

be able to define the word
as used in this class.

will

will be able to name and define the
(5)
of behavioral objectives
categories
five

in this class.
student will be abLe to define the term
2.L4 The
t'stated
Conditions" as developed in this class'
able to identify and-describe
2.L5 The student will be proficiency"
as develoPed in
of
the term "degree
this cIass.
2.L6 The student will be abLe to differentiate
develoPed

between contenL goals and

2.L7

be able to identify "P?ci{i"-. -,
result in more clearry detaneo
which
acLion verbs
behavior from t'he non-action verbs that

The student

"ira"trtin
result

2.18

specific objectives'

will

ambiguitY.

wilL be able to list the four (4)
criteria for writiirg good objectives'

The student
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3.

PROGRA}IMED INSTRUCTION AND SYSTEMS

Goal Rationale
To provide the students with an over-view of the
complex process of progratrming and to introduce

then to basic vocabulary of this type of instruction.
A secondary purpose of this unit is to develop an
arrareness of the systematic approach of instruction
and to encourage students to apply the elements
of a system to any instructional setting.

Specific Objectives

will be able to define the term
instruction" as developed in this c1ass.
3,2 The student witt be able to list the primary
advantages of progranmed instruction.
3.3 The student will be able to list the uajor
limitation of progrannred instruction.
3.4 The student will be able to describe and illustrate
a linear prograrnning sequence .
3.5 The student will be able to describe and illustrate

3.1

The student
"programted

a branching progranuring

sequence

.

3.6

The student will be able to match the names
"Skinner" and "Crowder" with a specific type of
prograuuring sequence.

3,7

The student will be able to define the terms
"step" and "frame" as developed in this class'

3.8

The student

3.9

be able to describe the function
of Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI).
The student will be able to describe a remote
access system.

will

student will be able to define the term
3.10 The
i"r.rtottrtotial
program" as developed in this
define Ehe term
3.11 The student will be able to
"self-pace" as developed in this cLass'

class '
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3.L2 The student will be able to identify the learning
theory most closely associated with prograruned
inst.ruction.

student will be able to define the term
3.13 The
I'S-Rrrr
as developed in this class.
3.14 The student will be able to define the word
"systems" as developed in this c1ass.
3,15 The student will be able to graphically illustrate

the systems statement.
3.16 The student will be able to list and discuss the
inter-relationship of the six (6) elements of
an instructional system.

3.L7 The student will be able to list and describe
the function for ten (10) variables of the
systematic approach to instruction as developed
in this cl-ass.
3.1-8 The student will be able to define the words
"gaming and sirmrlation" as developed in this
clas

s

.

3.19 The student will be able to list the major
strengths and limitations of simulation exercises.
3.20 The student will be able to define the term
"entering behaviors" as developed in this class.
3.21 The student will be able to define the term
"analysis of feedback" as developed in this c1ass.
3.22 The student will be able to describe the tvro
instructional strategies that are appropriate
to the systems model developed in this class.
4.

EDUCATIONAL MEDIA FIELD AND THE EVALUATION OF }IEDIA

Goal Rationale

of this unit is to develop a clear
undeistlnding of the rise of the field of
educational rnedia and what implications media
instruction may have for any educaEional Program.
The purpose
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A second purpose of this unit is to estabLish
criteria Ly whictr both media hardware (equiPrnent)
and software (naterials) may be evaluated.

Specific

Obj

ectives

wilL be able to define the term
"educational media" as developed in this course.
The student will be able to rank order five (5)
4.2
sigrr.ificant contributors to the rise of media
use in instructional settings.
The student will be able to graphieally illustrate
4.3
the curriculum triangle and describe the various
elements of that model .
The student will be able to cite the cardinaL
4.4
rule for the use of media in instructional settings.
4,5 The sEudent will be able to identify at Least
five (5) of the ten (10) broad, general criteria
used in the selecti.on and evaluation of media
4.L

The student

hardware.

wil-l be able to list and describe
at least five of the seven (7) criteria used
in the selection and evaluation of media software.

4.6

The student

4.?

The student

be able to cite the "primary
for the seLection of any
noted
consideration"

will

media software.

to list and describe
four (4) specific ways in which new materials
or equipment rnaY be evaluated.
define the word
4.g The student will- be ableintothis
class'
as
developed
"hardv,rare"
define the word
4.10 The student will be ableintothis
class'
"sofEvrare" as developed

4.8

The student

will

be able
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5.

TELEVISION

Goal Rationale
To have the student be aware of simpl-e, useroriented teLevision systems and to devetop an
ar areness of the more complex systems.

Specific Objectives

5.1

wilL be able to define the research
fhe student
I'NO
term

SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE."

will be able to explain the NSD
research findings as they apply to television.
5.3 The sEudent wiLl be able to define the term
"Broadcast Television" as deveLoped in this class.
5.4 Ihe student will be able to define and illustrate
at leastt' two tyPes of "Closed Circuit Television

5.2

The student

Systems

.

will be able to define the term
"Educational Television" as deveLoped in this class.
The student will be able to give at LeasE two
5.6
illustrations or examPles of ETV.
5.7 The student will be able to define "Instructional
Television" as developed in this c1ass.
5.8 The student will be able to identify the initials
"VTR" and describe its general fi:nction.
5.g The student will be able to cite at least three (3)
unique aPPlications of the VTR equipment'
5.10 The student will be able to describe a "feedback
system" as applied to television.
rnaj or5.11 The student will be able to lisEin several
instructional
television
of using
"ar"ttt.g""
settings.
to list the significant
5.L2 The student will be able
limitations to using television in instiuctional

5.5

The student

settings.
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5.13 The student will be able to cire the rnaj or
advantages of video-tape over Dotion picture film.
5.L4 Given a specific instructional situation, the
student will be able to determine how television
may be used effectively to enhance the learning
atmosphere.

5.15 The student will be able to cite several
respons ibilities of the classroon teacher
using pre-recorded TV naterials

when

.

5.16 The student wilL be able to name at least five
program sources for ordering instructional
television programs .
6,

(5)

SLIDES AND FILMSTRIPS

Goal Rationale
To develop an understanding of the variety of
slide and filmstrip materials available and to
assess the values and limitations of each method,

Specific Objectives

6,1

The student will- be able to list at least four
advantages of using slides in instruction,

6.2

The student will be abl-e to list at least four (4)
advantages of using filmstrips in instruction.

6.3

The student wil-1 be able to cite the ulajor
advantages of slides over filmstrips.

6.4

The student will be able to cite several
dis-advantages of using slides.

will be able to differentiate among
the three basic slide formats by describing Ehe
frame aperture for the 3 5nrn slide; the-Kodak 126
Instamatic slide; and the TV format slide.
6.6 The student will be abLe to define and describe
the difference between a double and a single
frame in a filrnstriP'

6.5

The student
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6.7

The student will be able to define uicro-forms
and the suggested areas for application for this

medium.

6.8

The student

will be able to identify a combination
slide-filmstrip projector and to match each with

6.9

the appropriate mediun format .
The student will be able to identify and describe
the application of the random access sl-ide

proj ector.

6.10 The student will be able to identify and describe
the application of the Ektagraphic visualmaker
kit by Kodak.

7.

oPAQUE AND oVERTTEAD PRoJECToRS

Goal Rationale

of this unit is to provide students
with a basic understanding of two kinds of sti1l
projected visual- media. The secondary purpose is
to provide students with basic information
regarding the relative strengths and limitations
of both the opaque and the overhead projector.
The purpose

Specific Objectives
7,L

The student will be able to describe the principle
of reflected light as used with the oPaque

proj ector
7.2

7.3

.

will be able to list and briefly
describe the five (5) rnajor advantages of using
the opaque projector as deveJ.oped in this course'
The student will be able to describe and
graphically illustrqte the "blow-up" method of

The student

-nllrgement using the oPaque projector'

7.4

The student

wiLl be able to.describe

and

graphically illustrate ttre "grid/blow-up"
ietirod of Lnlargement using ihe opaque projector'
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7.5 The studenE will be able to list and briefly
describe five (5) specific limitations of using
the opaque projector in an instructional setting.
7.6 The student will be able to describe the
principle of direct light as used with the
overhead proj ector.

7.7 The student will be able to list five (5)
major advantages of using the overhead projector,
7.8 The student wil-l be able to name and describe
the three kinds of basic materials that may be
used with the overhead projector.
7.9 The student will be able to describe the major
lirnitation of using the overhead projector.
7.10 The student wiLl be able to identify the essential
operating parts of both the opaque and overhead
projectors from a list and be able to indicate
the location of each of these Parts on a diagram
of each of the machines.
8.

NON-PROJECTED DISPLAYBOARDS

Goal Rationale

fhe purpose of this unit is to develop a baslc
understanding of the advantages and limitations
of a variety of non-projected visual media.
Specific Objectives

wiLl be able to define the term
as developed in this class.
pictures"
"flat
8.2 The student will be able to cite several
advantages to using fLat pictures in instruction'
8.3 The student will be able to describe Eear sheets
and cite their advantages .
8.4 The student will be able to explain the major
limitations of flat Pictures.

8.1

The student
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8,5

The student will be able to list several
reasons for mor:nting flat pictures.

valid

8.6

The sEudent will be able to
beEween models and realia.

8.7

The student will be able to list several
advantages of using models in instruction,

differentiate

will be abl-e to narne and describe
at least three (3) types of models.
8.9 The student wil-l be able to illustrate the three
factors of model/realia relationship.
8.10 The student will be able to describe a diorama
and list several advantages for using this
device in instructional settings.
8.11- The student wil-l be able to cite the major
strengths and weaknesses of the chaLkboard in

8.8

The student

instruction.

LL2 The student will be able to describe the "pounce
pattern" technique for chalkboard use.
8.13 The student wiLl be able to describe the process
and show the materials needed in naking sugar-chalk.
8.14 The student will be able to list the wrique
advantages of using the sugar-chaLk nethod'
8.15 The student will be able to list the lnajor
advantages of using "temPlates, in chalkboard
work.

8.16 The student will be able to list several
advantages of using the feltboard.
8.17 The student will be able to describe manipulStive
aispfayUoards and cite the advantages of such
material

.

to differentiate
8.18 The student will be able non-manipulative
betr.en manipulative and
disPlaYboards.

the term
8.19 The student will be able to define
class
in
this
as
used
'
"developmental"
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8.20 The studenr will be able to describe the process
of making feltboards or magneticboards.
8.2L The student will be able to describe the
"electricboard" and cite its unique advantage over
other displayboards.

8.22 The student will be able to list several
advantages of using the bulletinboard in instruction.
8.23 The student will be able to describe several
types of bulletinboards and to define their use.
8.24 The student will be able to describe the "slow
pace vehicle" term applied to most non-projected
visuals.

9.

AUDIO DEVICES

Goal Rationale

the student understand the advantages
and lixnitations of various audio devices in

To have

instructional settings.

Specific objectives
9.1

The student will be able to name and describe
three (3) causes of missing or misunderstanding
the spoken word.

9.2

The student will be able to differentiate
between hearing and listening.

9.3

The student will be able to list and describe
four (4) ways to improve one's listening skill.

9.4

The student will be able
of compressed speech.

9.5

The student

9.6

to describe the

process

will be able to describe the limitation of audio devices in group sett.ings.
The student will be able to name at least four
(4) ways in which audio devices n€ly be effectively
used.
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9.7

The student will be able to name the two (2)
most significant uses of audio devices in

instructional settings .
9,8 The student will be able to cite the major
advantages of combining audio devices with
visual media .
9.9 The student will be able to cite the major
advantages of combining audio devices with
visual media.
9.10 The student will be able'to cite the major
advantage and disadvantage of disc recordings
over magnetic tape recordings

.

9.11 The student will be able to describe the proper
storage arrangement for disc recordings.
9,L2 The student will be able to describe the physical
properties of magnetic recording tape and list
the variables that determine playing time of
a specific reel of tape.
9.13 ?he student will be able to describe the process
of tape duplication and to identify the most
effective method.
9.L4 The student will be able to identify three (3)
different types of microphones .
9.1-5 The student will be able to describe and
graphically illustrate the ProPer procedure
for splicing magnetic recording tape.
9.16 The student wil-l be abLe to define tele-lecture
and to name the major advantages of this mode of
instruction.

10.

GRAPHICS

Goal Rationale

of this unit is to develop an understanding of what constitutes graphic media and to
develop-a basic acceptance of the graphic role
in media.

The purpose
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Specific Objectives

10.1 The student will be able to define the word
"graphics" as developed in this class.
L0.2 The student will be able to nasre four (4)
characteristics or principles of design.
10.3 The student will be able to cite at least
four (4) advantages of graphics.
10.4 The student will be able to name the six (6)
elements of design.
10.5 The student will be able to name the three (3)
fundamental s of design.
10.6 The student will- be able to define the tenr
"graphs" and give an illustration of the four
basic types.

'L0.7 The student will be able to discriminate among
three (3) basic tYPes of charts.
10.8 The student will be able to cite the cardinal
principle for lettering graphics to make them
adequate for PurPose .
10.9 The student will be able to define and describe
the principle of optical and nechanical lettering.
10.10 The student will be able to nane five (5)
specific lettering techniques.
10.11 The student will be able to describe each of
the five (5) lettering techniques developed in
this class.
10.1-2 The student will be able to cite at least four (4)
reasons for mounting materials '
student will be able to name and identify
10.13
--'-- The
itttu" methods used in the mounting of graphic
materials.
will be able to list the five
10.14
--'- The studentappropriate
for the production of
;;i";iples
any graPhic presentation.
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11.

DRY MOUNT AND DI'PLICATION PROCESSES

Goal Rationale
The purpose of this unit is to develop an
a!flareness of the four most co[mon methods of
duplicating materials for classroom use, and
to develop a basic understanding of the advantages
of each type .

A second purpose is to deveLop an r:nderstanding
of the mounting techniques and the methods for

mounting.

Specific Objectives

1l-.1 The student will- be able to list the four most
cormon methods of duplicating material-s.
LL.z The student will be able to identify specific
instances of application and advantages for each
method.

l-1

.3 The student will be abLe to cite why one should
mount materials,

.4 The student will be able to list the five methods
of mounting given in this lesson.
11 .5 The student wiLl be able to describe either by
doing or by written explanation how to mounE
materials using each of the nethods.
11.6 The student will be able to identify specific
Ll

instances where one might use each mounting
technique.

11.7 The student will be able to differentiate
between thermal spirit duplicating and regular
spirit duplicating processes.
11.8 The student will be able to cite two major
advantages of thermal duplicating.
11 .9 The student will be abLe to identify three kinds
of materials that af,e appropriate for making
masEers for thermal spitit duplicating.
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L2.

MOTION PICTURE PRINCIPLES

Goal Rationale

of the areas of
famiLLarization, selection, utilization and
evaluation of motion picture fikn.

To develop an understanding

Specific Objectives

L2,L The student will be able to list the najor
advantage and primary disadvantage of using
motion picture film in instructional settings.
L2.2 The student will be able to list and describe the
five (5) motion Picture film types identified
as instructional- fihns.

L2.3 The student will be able to name and describe
different film sizes and identify their uses.
L2.4 The student will be able to name and descri.be
the four (4) motion Picture film eompetencies.
L2.5 The student will be able to describe unique film
medium techniques

.

L2.6 The student will be able to list and describe the
various unique fikn medium factors.
L2.7 The student will be able to cite at least five
sources for instructional films.
L2.8 The student will be able to describe the steps
of proper fihn utilization.
L2.9 The student will be able to describe the
Process of filn evaluation and cite specific
criteria used in this Process.
12.10 The student will be able to describe the 8mt
single concept film.

7L

13.

},IOTION PICTURES OPEMTIONS

Goal Rationa Ie
To develop a performance competency in
utilizing a 16rrn sound projector by demonstrating threading, projection, including sor:nd and
visual . A secondary purpose is for the student
to be able to identify the basic principles
of film utilization in a classroom.

Specific Objectives

L3.1 The student will be able to define the term
"persistence of vision" as related to motion
pictures

.

L3.2 The student will be able to identify the
general properties of 15rm fihn.
13.3 The student wil-l be able to identify
and differentiate between optical and magnetic
moLion picture sound systems.
13.4 The student will be able to differentiate
between the optical section and the audio secEion
of a motion picture projector; and to describe
the function of each section.
13.5 The student will be able to identify the drive
areas within a L 6run projector relative to
proper threading procedure

.

13.6 Given a L 6nrn sound projector and a 16um sound
fiLrn, the student will be able to properly
thread the film and project it in proper
focus and proPer sound.

L3.7 The student will be able to demonstrate the
proper utilization techniques for fil-rn as
deveLoped in this class.
13.8 The student will be abl-e to identify the two
basic picture screen tYPes '
13.9 The student will be able to identify or define
the three different screen surface conditions and
their approPriate reflective characteristics.
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13.10 The studenE
meant by

14.

will be able to describe what is

the

"common sense

judgment" ru1e.

TRANSPARENCY PRODUCTION (PART

I)

Goal Rationale

of this unit is to deveLop an
ar areness of the advantages of using transparencies with the overhead projector for nore
effective message transmission in instructional
settings. A secondary purpose of this r:nit is
to develop an understanding of the parts, the
uses, and the production of homemade transparencies.

The purpose

Specific Objectives

l-4.1 The student will be able to list and describe
four major advantages of using transParencies
in instruction .
L4.2 The student wiLl be able to name and identify
the components of a transParency.
14.3 The student will be able to differentiate
between sequential and random EounEing of
transparency overlays .

L4.4 The student will be able to cite the advantages
and the limitations of both the random and the
sequential mounting techniques .

L4,5 The student will be able to describe and
demonstrate the propel technique for mounting
both the base cell and the ovdrlays of a tratsparency.

L4.6 The student will be able to differentiate
between the overlay and the disclosure method
of presenting fragmented infornation.
L4.7 The student will be able to illustrate three
types of disclosure masks used in transparency
presentations.
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14.8 The student will be able to describe at least
four kinds of materials that are suitable for
making transparency visuals without the aid of
production machines

.

L4.9 The student will be able to describe "cormtercially
preparedrr transparencies and to discuss both the
advantages and the limitations of them.
14.10 The student will be able to describe the
"cournercial masters" available for the production
of transparencies.
14.11 The student will be able to describe "3-D Movabl-e"
transParencies and list the advantages of them.
14.12 The student will be able to identify the
polarization technique and cite -where this approach
ivould be most aPPropriately used.

student will be able to describe the use of
14.13
- - -- The
op.q"e/ transparent combination of materials for
the'overhead projector and cite the
"'""'"itttadvantages of using this approach'
major

15.

TRANSPARENCY PRODUCTION (PART

I -

MACHINE MADE)

Goal Rationale
The PurPose

of this uni! is to

**'J

Illlll
ation of various

or type and oper
*l",,,"Jlng
production equiPurent used in making

for instruction

Soecific

transp arencie s

'

0bi ectives

15.1 The student will be able to describe the "thermal
process" for rnaking transparencies '
L5.2 The student will be able to list at l-east five
kinds of materials that are suitable for naking
a master to be used with the thermal Process.
15.3 The student wiLl be able to cite the urajor
advantages of using the thermal process of
transparency production.
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APPENDIX B
QI'ESTIONNAIRE USED TO SURVEY THE

''THEORIES OF COMMUNICATION MEDIA''

COURSE
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Please detach

this questionnaire from the test.

DO NOT SIGN YOUR NA}'IE.

This quesEionnaire is parc of-a survey-leing done for
the Giaduate Research course 23-596. Please answer
all questions and turn in seParately from your test.

YES

1.

Have you

ever taken a slide-taPe/

lecture course before ?

2. If so, was it at this college?
3. Do you like the format of the slide4,

tape presentations ?
Do you find the pacing of the slidetapL presentations to be adequate?

too fast
too sl-ow
lecture
5 . Do you f ind the I'Ionday group

IF

NO, CHECK ONE

to be neces sary ?

6. Are the course objectives

cLearly

stated?

with
7, Is the }londay lecture, conbined
adequate
the slide-tape Presentations
io "or"t the'stited objectives of the
course

8.

?

feel the course could -bein
covered, as stated
"J"t""t"fv
obidctivei, bY the slide-taPe
Do You

the

pr6sentations alone?
. . , if supplemented by appointments

with the Professor ?
g. Is this format better than a c13ssin
iti"t-r""t" three times per week
a regular classroom settinfl?

NO

